
THE ECONOMIC AND INTERNATIONAL LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS OF

EXPORT BUSINESSES IN THE US

Basic Guide - International Legal Considerations. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), which makes it illegal for U.S.
persons or companies to offer or pay free trade zones, special economic zones, bonded warehouses.

Top tips include: Keep in regular contact with your customers and get feedback to improve your offer. The
service may be able to assist you in finding a lawyer or paralegal, based on your needs. Trademark Law: A
trademark is a word, symbol, name, slogan, or combination that identifies and distinguishes the source of
sponsorship of goods and may serve as an index of quality. Written quotations A written quotation must set
out the details of your product including the size and packaging formats, as well as any potential additional
cost for providing export labelling and packaging which you may be charging on to the customer. Virtual
presence in the US This involves having a US presence of some kind by way of a virtual office or staff who
represent your interests in a more or less permanent way. States or local jurisdictions have introduced
regulations around the use and disposal of certain packaging materials, and have set minimum recycling
requirements. Although these do not cost anything to set up, they need time invested to keep updated. How
can I find the patent laws of various countries? Different states offer varying business entity options.
Department of Commerce estimates that exports of manufactured goods directly support more than 6 million
U. We can complete the paperwork on your behalf â€” in part or in full depending on your requirements.
Contact Hayley Bates on or email to check what you need. Commercial Service, represented at embassies and
consulates in over 75 countries around the world, maintains lists of qualified legal specialists. Customs Broker
for informal entry. Louis, U. What kinds of inventions can be protected? Department of Commerce. An
Antidiversion Clause helps ensure that U. FTAs do an outstanding job making big markets even out of small
economies. How long does it take to get a patent granted? Confirm appointments the day before and never
arrive at an office unannounced. Visit the National Institute of Standards and Technology for more
information on legal standards.


